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TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION Stéphane Zagdanski is a Jewish French writer who resides in Paris and who, in the course of more than twenty years, has published numerous essays and novels. The reader may learn more about the author, his writings, and some of his other related activities, here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stéphane_Zagdanski What follows is an English translation of the letter Stéphane Zagdanski wrote and published in answer to an e-mail he received (also translated here), from an Algerian Muslim, itself written in response to a selection of “tweets” the author had posted and linked to a pdf of the complete text of his book De l’antisémitisme (On Anti-Semitism), thereby making the text of this book freely available. The original of this letter (section titled “L’Histoire, ça n’existe pas”) and the text of De l’antisémitisme (section titled “Pessimisme intransigeant”) may be found on Stéphane Zagdanski’s website Paroles des Jours: http://parolesdesjours.free.fr



“There is no such thing as History” Response to an e-mail from an Algerian internet user, on anti-Semitism and the war in Gaza by Stéphane Zagdanski Hello Stéphane Zagdanski, I write to you in reply to one of the most recent posts [on Stéphane Zagdanski’s website Paroles des Jours], the one in which you reproduce dubious tweets about Jews by users of the Internet. Is it responsible of you to provide disinformation about this subject? Is it responsible, during the bombing of a poor, defenseless civilian population, to spread a few hateful and shocking fanatic outbursts by a few imbeciles? Do you not appear to be arguing about how many angels can dance on the head of a pin? The vast majority of this great movement of revolt is comprised of people with an anti-colonialist mentality, and it resembles the great movements of revolt that had to exist in order to free the African countries from the imperial yoke in the last century. You are an artist and it is the artist’s duty to speak the truth, even against his own community. Do you imagine you are telling the truth by only retaining, from what has been happening more than a week, some minor collateral damage out of an organized massacre which has been going on more than 50 years now and that you do not mention for even half a second? Do you not have the distinct feeling of privileging the secondary over the primary, which is a grave error for a thinker and artist? You are a great admirer of Jewish culture, and I understand this; from your website, I have learned to know and to appreciate it, but is it not a tragic error to think that you betray your culture your community and your confession by denouncing



the colonial politics of a TEMPORAL, and necessarily TEMPORARY State?1 Is this not the error of many brilliant people of your community, who when the first syllable of the word Israel is uttered, cease to reflect? Please know that the denunciation of State racist politics (and I speak rightly of a State) does not make you less of a Jew, less imbued with Jewish culture or a traitor to your community, like the fact of having stated your love for the writings of Louis Ferdinand Céline2 did not make you less of a Jew, less imbued with Jewish culture or a traitor to your community…I am myself an Algerian Muslim and denounce all the offshoots of Algerian oligarchical government, and this does not make me feel that I love Algeria less, quite the contrary. Yours, Makhloufi Slimane



Paris, 24 July 2014 Dear Slimane Makhloufi, Thank you for your e-mail. Let us begin by getting to the heart of our subject. It applies as much to the ongoing conflict in Israel and in Gaza as to what happened in France between my father’s childhood (before and during World War II) and my daughter’s childhood today. There is no such thing as History. There are only histories—including in the commonly spoken sense of: “This all is just (so many) stories…” Memories, inwardly lined with what has been forgotten, fragmented and chaotic like everything that comes from human brains. 3 Narratives. Archives—which are only stories touched up with an exact date. Publications. Polemics. Images—which are only partial, broken, and ossified reflections of actual life lived, stripped a priori of any meaning other than one which is purely technical, due to how they are framed (and, by definition, limited); contrary to words which live in secret with                                                                                                                 1  Translator’s  note:  words  capitalized  in  the  French  original.   2  A  reference to Stéphane Zagdanski’s book length essay Céline seul (Céline Alone), published by Gallimard in 1993 and to subsequent critical responses and reactions.   3  In  a  note  to  the  translator,  Stéphane  Zagdanski  explains  that,  in  the  French  original,   the  phrase  “doublés  d’oubli”  means  that    “memories  have  a  kind  of  reverse  side   composed  of  everything  they  omit,  through  forgetfulness,  and  consequently   memories  are,  in  essence,  subjective  and  fragmented. ”    



all the meanings that have permeated them through the centuries, images are dead and mute, their meanings always are attributed from outside themselves, including by that particular type of history which is the technique of image and sound montage. Now, the vast majority of histories are always imbued, indeed saturated, with ideology. An ideology, whichever one it may be, is a more or less elaborated— sometimes very elaborated--dogmatic system of associations of reflexive, reactive, repetitive ideas, which are uniformly applied to all human situations which this system decides, based on its own often unconscious assumptions, to conflate, share in, or conflict with… The problem with histories, Slimane Makhloufi, is that they are unaware of or ignore the abysmal turbulences governing the lives of human beings, their existences, their acts, their thoughts, their tragedies, their ecstasies, the whole of this coincidentaccident, ever-entangled. infinitely complex weft and weave, that lazy minds qualify as “History,” and of which they imagine themselves to be the witnesses, from a warm comfortable chair, as if watching a movie in a movie theater. As for what is occurring at present in Israel, in Gaza, in France and elsewhere in the world—what is called “current events,” it is the same as with History. Current events are only History—which does not exist—in the process of not happening.. Let us come now to your own statements, whose candor mixed with a questioning vehemence obliges me to attempt to better explain to you “the enigma of my own position”—this expression is from an author to whom, for various reasons, I feel close; among them because, a long time ago already, he also wrote: “History is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake.” 4 You begin by reacting to the photograph, on [the author’s website] Paroles des Jours, which is the illustrated link to my book length essay, published first in 1995 and a second revised and expanded edition in 20065, and which is today freely available on the Internet, dedicated to the subject of anti-Semitism as such. “As such,” that is to say neither only according to “history,” “morality,” “politics,” “geopolitics,” “current events,” or “religion,” but in its substance, if I may dare say. An essay—in other words thought—which attempts to fathom the question posed on the book’s back cover: “What is it with the Jews?” A book that, ultimately, concludes its analyses with what I name “intransigent pessimism”, whence the caption to the photograph posted on Paroles des Jours.                                                                                                                 4  Both  quotations  are  from  the  writings  of  James  Joyce;  the  first  is  from  Stephen   Hero  and  the  second  is  from  Ulysses.   5  De l’antisémitisme,  Julliard,  1995;  second  revised  and  expanded  edition,  Climats,   2006.  



I permit myself to clarify this for you since apparently you did not have the curiosity to click on the photograph to discover the work to which it links. You were content to take offense that I “privilege”, by publishing this photograph, what you consider of “secondary importance” in comparison with what is “primary”, the suffering of the Palestinian people for more than a half-century. No one in all decency can deny the reality of the Palestinians’ suffering. Nonetheless, this does not obligate one to share your vague chronology, nor your lapidary hierarchy of what is “secondary” and what is “primary”, nor your inflated rhetoric about an “organized massacre”. We are clearly not in agreement, Slimane Makhloufi; neither about the State of Israel, nor about the Arab-Israeli conflict, nor about the reasons for the suffering of the Palestinians. No doubt, we will never be in agreement, and just as you have not to any extent convinced me by your email, I will not try to convince you. I seek, more modestly, to grasp what separates us. Another reason restrains me from arguing with you about the ongoing conflict in Gaza, from trying to explain to you that Hamas is a moronic, bloodthirsty, corrupt, despotic and degenerate gang, primarily responsible for what is happening in the Gaza Strip today, or that Muslims’ age old anti-Semitism is at the root of their refusal to share Palestine with the Jews, and that if the Arabs were not anti-Semites, there would not have been an Israeli-Palestinian conflict… This reason is…decency. Like you, I saw the images of Palestinian children and civilians who were killed by the bombings; and even if I know full well that having taken such photographs and making them public contributes to Hamas’ hysterical morbid tactic, the death of innocent people happened nonetheless. To me, to launch into a polemic about them, would be to kill them a second time. Let us rather return to this photograph on Paroles des Jours that scandalized you with its partisanry and its secondary importance. It represents seven “anti-Semitic” tweets, from a huge pile of others of the same ilk in the news the past several months, which I selected and arranged from the top down according to a precise logic whose irony, I hope, will not have escaped anyone. These tweets, like almost everything else which, these days, is spread around the Internet and elsewhere, are at once derisory (they presume to be funny), base, vile, and deadly (in other words, they symbolically bear within themselves and purvey death). Yet, there is a strange dose of candor we must consider, as the last tweet (by “Queen of the world” (sic)) points out: “The hashtag#AGoodJew6 is not an anti-Semite being a bit humorous, they are kindly teasing you.” For various reasons, I do not share                                                                                                                 6  The  French  media  were  quite  stupefied  when  “Hashtag#GoodJew”,  first  posted  to   Twitter  several  months  ago,  occasioned  anti-‐Semitic  responses  centered  on  the   theme  “A  good  Jew  is  a  dead  Jew”.    See  the  Huffington  Post  article:   http://goo.gl/SpjYwl  



this “Queen of the world” ’s humor, nor agree with the excessive confidence in her notion of kindness. However, I do not think that “Queen of the world” is a neo-Nazi or even a virulent anti-Semite. To be honest, I think she is simply stupid, and particularly because her “tweet” is the image of all that governs the minds of the young and not so young today. It can be described by an already old-fashioned and somewhat vague, but still very pertinent, word: nihilism. Among the numerous characteristics of contemporary nihilism, there is one that is crucial: the disaffection of meaning and the abdication of all thought, to the extent that the most diverse words, literally burst out of their etymology, seem to apply to everything and to nothing, somewhat like the “words” and “sentences” mechanically repeated by a parrot in response to any question it is asked by its human owner. It is not insignificant that someone had the idea to nickname these cybernetic scraps “tweets”. In this instance, they could just as well be called croaks as tweets (to croak meaning also “to die” or “to kill”). Let us take words, which illustrate “burst from their etymology”, from your own email. Immediately you call these tweets “dubious”. What do you mean by this? That they were not authentic? Or, simply, that they were in bad taste? Then you speak of “disinformation”. Do you know the exact meaning of this word, Slimane Makhloufi? Do you know its different uses in the history of propaganda in the 20th century and in today’s society? I strongly doubt it. When I employ a word, Slimane Makhloufi, which ever one it is, I try to know its etymology, even if only to transgress it with a pun or play on words. I do not confuse, for example, “massacre” and “bombardment”. The civilians of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as innocent as are all bombing victims of all wars, were not thereby “massacred”. Massacre implies slaughter and butchery, the savagery of human beings acting in person to atrociously murder others who are not able to defend themselves. Massacre is as old as the world; bombardment belongs to the era of modern Technique, cold, without feeling, inhuman in the correct use of the word. Still less do I confuse “genocide” and “war”, “disproportionate force” and “extermination”, “demonstration of anti-Semitism” and “collateral damage”, etc. If, on my part, there is no “disinformation”, it is simply because I did not invent these tweets nor what they reveal: the outrageous proliferation on the Internet of disgusting pronouncements about the Jews. They are not “a few hateful and shocking fanatic outbursts by a few imbeciles,” as you assert, Slimane Makhkoufi. They are a veritable tidal wave of verbiage, which have also, already been translated, in recent years, into delinquent acts and several murders. All this was unimaginable in France only fifteen years ago, including the huge success today of an openly anti-Semitic comedian, and despite the moral condemnation of his speech by French politicians who are as vain and corrupt as the ones you have in Algeria.



You reproach me for the comparison between these demonstrations of antiSemitism and the conflict in the Gaza, about which you are right to be horrified. It is not I who associate together anti-Semitism in France and the war in Gaza: it is the antiSemites themselves who do so. You speak of my “responsibility”, as if to evoke the antiSemitism, which today is nearly everywhere openly and freely expressed, and not only on the Internet, gives this anti-Semitism, by some sort of incantatory sorcery, even more strength and virulence. You are not the only one, dear Slimane, to believe in this kind of perverse effect, nor to think—naively in my view, that by keeping silent, one kills what one is silent about. Can you imagine, there is even one famous French philosopher who has gone so far as to explain that we should no longer use the word “Jew”, so as not to further feed anti-Semitism by repeating a word unendingly defiled by the Nazis! I suppose that vain philosophical contortions are not unknown to you, since you criticize me for “arguing about how many angels can dance on the head of a pin”. Well, dear Slimane, I am no doubt going to surprise you, but it is you, precisely, in your following sentence, who is “arguing about how many angels can dance on the head of a pin”; in other words, who resolves what is irresolvable and unknowable, and especially that which objectively does not concern you at all! Regarding the Palestinian “cause” you write: “The vast majority of this great movement of revolt is comprised of people with an anti-colonialist mentality, and it resembles the great movements of revolt that had to exist in order to free the African countries from the imperial yoke in the last century.” So, Slimane Makhloufi, you know this for certain and a fact! Are you in the head of each of the persons who comprise this “vast majority,” to decide what constitutes their mentality and what motivates their claims? Maybe you heard what is said on television, or read newspapers or books or internet sites that affirm it. But again these were only “stories,” promulgated by people who think the same, but do not know any more than you . You are not personally involved here: no one knows exactly what motivates another human being, in as much as no one clearly knows what motive itself is. If I told you that Zionists in their “vast majority” think such and such, or that the Jews in their “vast majority” think such and such and act in such a manner for such and such reason, it would be a great pretension on my part. This does not mean that I do not have my own idea about what, since the founding of the State of Israel, motivates supporters of the Palestinian cause, and my idea is probably very different from yours. Except that, basically, I have no proof for it. I have only intuitions, based on my, necessarily limited, knowledge of human hearts and souls, on what I could observe during my life and the conclusions I drew from it. Consequently, I have no means of convincing you, by A + B = C, that I am right and you are wrong. I can additionally quote to you the statements of this or that Zionist, and tell you whether or not I think the same way. I could, for example, quote to you Franz Kafka,



whose Zionism much moves me, and who lived in Prague at a time when anti-Semitism was shamelessly displayed. “Jewish nationalism is like a caravan which in the cold of a desert night is forced by outside pressures to form a powerful group solidarity. The caravan does not want to win a victory. It only wants to reach some secure and peaceful homeland of its own which will give the men and women of the caravan the possibility of a freely developing human existence. The Jewish longing for a homeland is not an aggressive nationalism which—being fundamentally homeless both subjectively and objectively—grasps ferociously at foreign homesteads, because—again, fundamentally speaking—it is incapable of making the desert bloom again.” “Are you thinking of the Germans?” [Janouch asked him] Kafka was silent; he coughed, put his hand to his mouth, and said wearily: “I am thinking of the rapacious greed for spoils of all those groups of people who, by laying waste the world, imagine they enlarge their own dominions but only restrict their own humanity. Zionism, by comparison, is only a laborious experiment in rediscovering its own human laws.” If I love Kafka, dear Slimane Makhloufi,, it is because, like him, I give great attention to the words I use. Thus I have written that I was much “moved’ by his Zionism, not that I was myself a Zionist. What I am or what I am not, Slimane Makhloufi, I do not know. It is already complicated enough for me to be “Stéphane Zagdanski,” there is no point circumventing the complication by applying to myself vague terms which I have neither invented nor chosen. On this subject, another of Kafka’s thoughts inspires me: “What have I in common with the Jews? I hardly have anything in common with myself…” What then can you and I know, which is not implicated in the irresolution as to the number of angels dancing on the head of pin? Indeed, concerning yourself, and even if I know nothing about you, besides your first and last names, I assume, from the conclusion of your e-mail, that you are Muslim and Algerian. I do not know your age, where you were born, or whether you live today in Algeria, in France, or somewhere else. These do not concern me and change nothing about our correspondence. What I know is that if you are an Algerian Muslim, you most probably are in no way specifically connected to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, nor even the Israeli- Arab conflict (I may be wrong about this—you tell me). Israel is not and has never been at war with Algeria nor with Algerians, and unless you are of Palestinian origin, or you or one of your family has at some time been in conflict with the State of Israel, everything tragic and emotionally wrenching that is happening today in Gaza, and more broadly the history of this State, which you amusingly qualify as “temporal therefore temporary” (what State in the world is not, Slimane?), all this does not personally concern you.



You could say to me that you, as a Muslim, feel concerned for the suffering and tragedy of the Palestinians, who are themselves also Muslims and Arabs. Certainly, you have the right to feel subjectively concerned about whomever you desire, and even to choose to be more concerned with the suffering of the Palestinians than by the suffering so many other Arab Muslims on the planet, including the suffering of thousands of Algerians literally massacred by other Algerians in recent years. And I do not have to pronounce upon the motivations of your subjectivity. Unlike you, I did not choose to be concerned with the anti-Semitism in France, nor with the situation in Israel. The two are linked to my biography, to the personal history of my family, of my father and my mother, and consequently to my personal history and that of my daughter. This is precisely what separates us. It is not at all a question of “community,” Slimane. If you regard yourself as belonging to the same “community” as the Palestinians, indeed to the “community” of Arabs or Muslims of the world, or even to that of the Algerians, I, for my part, do not feel connected, in what I think and write in any case, to any community in the world. Not even to the human. But it happens that I am a Jew, as you are Muslim, and when in my country someone cries “Death to the Jews!”, this is aimed at me personally. These same cries have already had direct fatal consequences in the life of my parents and in the death of their family; and there is the risk of these cries probably having an influence on the future life of my little five-year old daughter, born in France and who has begun to grow up. I could of course choose to disassociate myself from the fate of other Jews, and even from my parents’ history, indeed from my own. This would be at once quite cowardly and heartless, and quite stupid, though not impossible. But this would not prevent me in the least from having, for example, no affection for the French police, spontaneously, instinctively, for the reason that French cops persecuted my parents in their youth and accounts of these persecutions are indelibly inscribed in my being. Just as no parent is dissociable from the childhood of his children, no child is dissociable from the childhood of his parents. Any parent who is a little thoughtful feels, when he observes his child, that his own childhood is also imbued in and relived in their child. Nothing can prevent me--when I hear my little daughter sing to herself a little Jewish prayer, in the street or in a store, like she would sing any other song to herself, from asking myself if I should not already be teaching her discretion about this. In other words—and simply because my parents had the childhood they had, to transmit to her, at such a young age, the fear. To return now to the conflict devastating Gaza, I do not have, for all the reasons I already have mentioned to you, formal proof that Israeli soldiers are not intentionally targeting innocent civilians when they bomb Hamas targets in Gaza. Maybe, after all you are right, that there is an “organized massacre” by the Israeli government and army, in the same way the Nazis rationally and intentionally organized the destruction of the Jews of Europe. But neither do you have any proof, for no Israeli soldier has ever



expressed such an intention or such a plan. That there are bloodthirsty racists and fanatics in Israel, as there are everywhere else, is obvious. But they are not the ones in command of the Israeli armed forces. And when Israeli soldiers state that they do their best, in the sense of technical accuracy, to avoid civilians—even if this best, in a territory like Gaza where Hamas publically claims to use human shields, does not prevent hundreds of civilian deaths, I willingly believe them and you have no proof they are lying. Neither can it be said if the soldier who, from a ship offshore, bombed four children playing on the beach in Gaza, did so intentionally or if it was due to a targeting error or mistaken aim. My intuition tells me that there a few Israeli soldiers perverse enough to intentionally bomb children who are no threat to anyone, and particularly that there are a few Israeli superior officers stupid enough to order such a criminal act, while knowing that this can only do harm to Israel and its current tactics, given the repercussions in the media and diplomatically of such an act. And just as neither you nor I are inside the heads of Israelis and able to know what they think and want, it would be presumptuous for us to claim to read the thoughts of the Palestinians. On the contrary, we can have a very clear idea as to what the leaders of Hamas and some other Palestinian and Arab leaders are thinking, because they publically proclaim it. And what they declare in repeated statements, and have done so for years, not only in Palestine but in many Arab counties, including yours, is hatred of the Jews. Thus when a Hamas spokesman declares during a speech on television: “We are the people who aspire to death just as our enemies aspire to life!”; when during a television program for children broadcast on Palestinian television, a little girl, the same age as my daughter, is made to proclaim that when she grows up she wants “to shoot the Jews”; when an Egyptian religious leader publically calls for “the annihilation of all the Jews to the Day of Judgment”; when the Turkish Prime Minister declares that “those who condemn Hitler night and day are surpassing Hitler in barbarism”; these declarations and so many others of the same kind certainly provide me enough indications to judge what some Arabs feel about the Jews, and therefore, whether they like it or not, about me. Of course, fortunately, there are other Muslims, like yourself, who show respect and consideration for the Jews and their religion. Except that it is not they against whom the Israeli army is at war in Gaza, and probably they are not the majority in the Arab world. You could say to me perhaps that Jews who, like me, show respect for Muslims and Islam neither are they the majority among the Jewish people. I do not know. What I do know is that “the Jewish people”, refers at best to between 13 and 18 million people in the world. The anti-Semites of all religions and nationalities are very much greater in number.



So, dear Slimane Makhloufi, henceforth we know a little more about what separates us, you and I, without it thereby warranting that we be adversaries. As to what brings us together and justifies that I make the effort to write to you, to you and no one else, this long letter, without having the naivety to think I may convince you, it is your first name, Slimane, in which I hear “Solomon”,  שָׁלוֹםand … ﺳﻼﻡم



Cordially, Stéphane Zagdanski



Translated by Robert G. Margolis
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